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CONTENTS - Word Skills Work Sheets: 21X-30X 
WE RECOMMEND USING THE WORK SHEETS IN THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE: 

A, B, read the Reader, C, D, read the Reader again, F, G.  Use E sheets at any time. 

A-SHEETS  -  New Sounds 

21XA:  -le as in apple 
22XA:  (soft) th as in that 
23XA:  -ed as in wanted 
24XA:  -ed as in played (sounds like d) 
25XA:  -ed as in looked (sounds like t) 
26XA:  tch as in catch 
27XA:  (hard) th as in thick 
28XA:  dge as in bridge (sounds like j) 
29XA:  ang, eng, ong, ung 
30XA:  al as in always 

 

B-SHEETS  -  Special Words and 
                      Grammar 

21XB:  insert nouns into sentences 
22XB:  identify the noun 
23XB:  insert verbs into sentences  
24XB:  identify the verb 
25XB:  insert adjectives into sentences 
26XB:  identify the adjective 
27XB:  insert adverbs into sentences  
28XB:  identify the adverb 
29XB - 30XB:  select vocabulary from list 

 

C-SHEETS  -  Multiple Choice  
                      Comprehension  

based on the corresponding Reader: 
21XC - 22XC:  pick correct word from story 
23XC - 26XC:  pick correct sentence ending 
27XC - 30XC:  number sentences in correct 
                         sequence from the story 

D-SHEETS  -  Grammar and Punctuation 

21XD:  introduction to syllables 
22XD:  introduction to pronouns 
23XD:  punctuation 
24XD:  more pronouns 
25XD:  contractions of has & have  
26XD:  contractions of not 
27XD:  how to use quote marks 
28XD:  choose the correct word 
29XD:  more punctuation 
30XD:  revision of D-Sheets 

 

E-SHEETS  -  Word Puzzles 

21XE - 30XE:  for those who finish early  − 
word search and puzzle using new sounds 
and special words from the corresponding 
Reader. 

 
F-SHEETS  -  Written Comprehension 

21XF - 30XF:  answer comprehension 
questions based on the corresponding 
Reader. 

 

G-SHEETS  -  Discussion and Writing 

All G sheets include subjects for discussion 
and creative writing topics. 
21XG - 25XG:  use idioms in sentences 
26XG - 28XG:  write a practical list 
29XG - 30XG:  introduction to persuasive  
writing 

 




